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Thank you for choosing Photoneo Localization SDK. Please take a few minutes
to read this manual and familiarize yourself with the advantages of the
Photoneo Localization SDK solution.
For more information on our products, accessories, replacement parts, software
and services, see our website photoneo.com or contact one of our team
members at support@photoneo.com.

Legal Information
Warning Notice System
This manual contains notices which should be observed in order to ensure your
personal safety and to prevent damage to your equipment. Notices relating to
your personal safety are highlighted in the manual with a safety alert symbol,
while notices referring only to equipment do not have a safety alert symbol. The
notices shown below are graded according to the degree of danger.

DANGER
indicates that death or severe personal injury will occur if proper precautions
are not taken.

WARNING
indicates that death or severe personal injury may occur if proper precautions
are not taken.

CAUTION
when a safety alert symbol is shown, this indicates that a minor personal injury
can occur if proper precautions are not taken.
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CAUTION
when no safety alert symbol is shown, this indicates that equipment damage
can occur if proper precautions are not taken.

NOTICE
indicates that an unintended result or situation can occur if the relevant
information is not taken into account.

If more than one point of danger is present, the warning notice representing the
highest point will be used. A warning notice of injury to persons with a safety
alert symbol may also include a warning relating to equipment damage.

Qualified Personnel
The product/system described in this documentation may be operated only by
qualified personnel for specific tasks and in accordance with the relevant
documentation, in particular its warning notices and safety instructions.
Qualified personnel are those who, based on their training and experience, are
capable of identifying risks and avoiding potential hazards when working with
these products or systems.

Proper Use of Photoneo Products
Please note the following:

WARNING
Photoneo products may only be used for the applications described in the
relevant technical documentation. If products and components from other
manufacturers are used, these must be recommended or approved by
Photoneo before hand. Proper transport, storage, installation, assembly,
commissioning, operation and maintenance are required in order to ensure
that the products operate safely and without any problems. The permissible
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ambient conditions must be complied with. All information in the relevant
documentation must be observed.

Preface
Purpose of the manual
This manual provides information about installing and setting up the Photoneo
Localization solution and is designed for engineers and programmers.

Required basic knowledge
Users of this manual are expected to possess a general knowledge of software
engineering.

Scope of the manual
This manual describes the following products:
Photoneo Localization SDK

Trademarks
All names identified by® are registered trademarks of Photoneo s.r.o. The
remaining trademarks in this publication may be trademarks whose use by third
parties for their own purposes could violate the rights of the owner.

Certification, CE label, C-Tick, and other standards
Refer to the Standards compliance section.
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Introduction
Basics of 3D localization
The goal of 3D localization, also known as 3D matching or 3D registration, is to determine the position
and orientation of a specific object within a 3D space.

The shape of the sought object is defined through its CAD model.

The scene, i.e., the 3D space in which the object is to be found, is
captured by a 3D scanner. The 3D scanner displays the results of
the scan as a point cloud (a list of the points defined by their X, Y, Z
coordinates in 3D space, in millimeters).

The 3D localization finds multiple samples of the object within the
scene.

The main advantage of the 3D scan is that it captures the real world and its physical dimensions. 3D
localization can thus recognize a black object on a black background without the need for any special
lighting. 3D scans can also distinguish miniature versions of an object from its real version and also
find partially occluded objects. In such situations, where 2D scanning techniques would fail, the
addition of the third dimension is invaluable.
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Robust localization of occluded objects. The Localization
software uses an inbuilt algorithm to determine the
position and orientation of the provided CAD model
(green point cloud on the left and matched 3D objects on
the right).

For more advanced information about the algorithm, see the Algorithm and parameters chapter.

Applications of 3D localization
3D localization can be used in any application where:
● It is possible to create a 3D scan of the object in sufficient detail using a PhoXi 3D Scanner
○ For more information about PhoXi 3D Scanners, visit:
http://photoneo.com/phoxi-3d-scanner/
○ In general, transparent, translucent or mirror like objects cannot be scanned
● The CAD model corresponds to the scanned object. The object must be rigid (not deformable),
must not be completely occluded and is clearly identifiable in the 3D scan.
○ For information about the localization of random objects, visit:
http://photoneo.com/bin-picking/
The most common applications of 3D localization are:

Bin picking
3D localization lies at the core of any robotic bin picking
application in which the goal is to successfully pick up an
object from an unorganized bin. Parts are always placed
into the bin randomly and are often occluded from view.
Not all parts are accessible by the gripper and it is
therefore important to recognize multiple parts
simultaneously.
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Object manipulation & assembly
Automated handling of objects requires the determination
of an object’s exact position and orientation. In many
cases, it is easier and more efficient to use a 3D vision
system instead of a complex mechanical setup that would
correctly align the objects. The orientation of the object
can also be used to perform various customized
operations, for example dynamically adjusting trajectories
for glue applications or assembling parts of an object.

Inspection and analysis
3D localization can also be used to measure the common
distance and alignment of multiple objects or to find the
anomaly of selected data from the CAD model for quality
inspection.

For more use cases, visit http://photoneo.com/use-cases/.

What is 3D Localization SDK and who should use it?
The 3D Localization SDK is a C++ library which allows the 3D matching of rigid objects in scans made
by PhoXi 3D Scanners. The localization library is a building block that can be used by programmers
in their C++ programs. Users should be familiar with the basic concepts of 3D geometry and have a
basic understanding of coordinate spaces and coordinate transformations in 3D space.
TIP: It is strongly recommended that users study the PhoXi Control User Manual (included with every
device) and have some basic experience with PhoXi 3D devices before using Localization SDK. The
quality of the scan is crucial in ensuring an optimal localization performance.
The basic use of 3D Localization SDK is split into two parts:
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1.

Using the Localization Configurator to generate a PLCF file containing all settings for the
searching algorithm.
○ This can include the number of objects to be found, the time which is allocated to
search for the object or the minimal part which has to be identified in order to be
matched correctly with the object.

2. Using the PLCF file as the input in the C++ source code based on provided examples.
○ The library returns the pose of the object in the form of a homogeneous transformation
matrix between the CAD model coordinate system and the coordinate system of the
3D scan. This matrix contains information on the position and the orientation of the
CAD model in the coordinate system of the 3D scan.

Localization
Configurator
This standalone application is
bundled within the 3D
Localization SDK installer and is
needed to produce a
configuration file (*.PLCF). This
file encapsulates the CAD
model of the object together
with all the settings necessary
for the localization algorithm.

Content of installation
●
●
●
●

Localization of C++ files and libraries (DLLs)
“Localization Configurator” Application
C++ code examples
Sample data for examples

What to do if you are not a C++ programmer?
If you are not a C++ programmer and still want to use a 3D Localization SDK, you can choose from
one of our more advanced Photoneo products such as Locator or Binpicking Studio.
For more information, visit: http://photoneo.com/bin-picking/
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How to Get Localization SDK
Requirements
Processor:

Intel i5 or higher, x64 architecture
(Processor performance is critical for the speed of the localization
process)

Operating system:

64 bit platforms (required) Windows 7, 10
Ubuntu 16

RAM:

8 GB (min 4 GB for the application)

HD:

4 GB disc space

An external graphics card with an OpenGL v 2.0 support is also recommended.
The following compilers are supported for the API:
● Windows OS: Visual Studio 12 2013 Win64
● Ubuntu 16: g++ 5.3.0 or newer

Installation
Download the latest version of Localization SDK at: photoneo.com/3d-scanning-software/

Windows
To install the Localization SDK on Windows, proceed as follows:
1. Double-click the downloaded .exe file.
2. Follow the setup wizard.
3. IMPORTANT: Restart your computer as requested by the setup wizard.
Default installation paths:
● Shortcut folder:
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Photoneo Localization SDK
● Installation folder:
C:\Program Files\PhotoneoSDK\Localization
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Linux
To install the Localization SDK on Linux, proceed as follows:
1. Unpack the downloaded .tar file
a. $ tar -xvf PhotoneoLocalizationSDKInstaller-version-commitID-Linux-gcc5.5.0.run.tar
2. Execute with sudo
a. $ sudo ./PhotoneoLocalizationSDKInstaller-version-commitID-Linux-gcc5.5.0.run
3. A successful installation output should look like this:
a.
*
* Note: This script must be run with root permissions
*
udev file installed!
64-bit
/opt/PhotoneoSDK/Localization
Installation Photoneo Localization SDK done.
Reboot is needed for Photoneo Localization SDK to work correctly.
The /opt/PhotoneoSDK/Localization is the path to the installation folder
4. Restart your computer
a. $ sudo reboot
5. Verify a successful installation - run the Photoneo Localization Configurator
a. $ PhoLocConfig
b. Console output should look like this:
FreeCAD 0.16, Libs: 0.16R6569 (Git)
c. And finally the GUI window of Photoneo Localization Configurator should appear

Licensing Options
Based on your application, you can choose from three licensing options:
● Serial key
● USB dongle
● PhoXi 3D Scanner locked license

Serial Key
This is the first choice for the evaluation of Localization SDK.
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How to get your serial key
When starting the Localization Configurator for the first time, you will be prompted to enter the Serial
Key or to register with your email address. After registration, you will receive the Serial Key by email.
The default trial license is valid for 30 days.

Limitations
Requires a permanent connection to the Internet.

Extending the trial period
For an extension of your trial period, please contact our team at: support@photoneo.com for further
information.

USB Dongle
The USB Dongle with HW license is automatically recognized by the Localization SDK. After
connecting the USB Dongle to your computer, no further steps are necessary.

How to get your USB dongle
USB Dongle is provided to licensed users only. Contact our team at: sales@photoneo.com to get your
license.

Limitations
●
●

Valid for one installation of Localization SDK
Using Localization SDK in virtual environments or via containerization may result in failure to
recognize the USB Dongle when connected to the host machine.

PhoXi 3D Scanner Locked license
This license type is tied to a specific PhoXi 3D Scanner. This Scanner has to be running and
connected to the computer in order for the Localization SDK to work.

How to get a PhoXi 3D Scanner Locked license
Please contact us at: sales@photoneo.com to get your license.

Limitations
This type of licence is not compatible with the software packages which can be downloaded from the
Photoneo website. Licensed users will receive a custom installation package of Localization SDK that
will work only with the corresponding PhoXi 3D Scanner.
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Using Localization Configurator
TIP: It is strongly recommended that users study the PhoXi Control User Manual (attached to the
device) and gain some basic experience/knowledge with PhoXi 3D devices before using a
Localization SDK. The quality of the scan is crucial in ensuring an optimal localization performance..
The Localization Configurator is a standalone application bundled within the standard installation. The
purpose of the application is to test the performance and to generate a configuration file (*.PLCF). This
file contains the CAD model of the object together with all of the settings necessary for the searching
algorithm.

The application operates as a wizard consisting of 3 steps:
1. Uploading the CAD model of the object.
2. Setting the coordinate origin of the CAD model (optional).
3. Performance testing, adjusting the parameters and generating a PLCF file.
The generated PLCF file serves as an input when using the API (See ‘the Using the API’ section for
more details).
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The following sections describe the process of using the Localization Configurator to generate a PLCF
file.

Step 1: Uploading the CAD model

1.

Select model file. The CAD model takes the form of a mesh of the object surface. (Point cloud
models were deprecated in version 1.2).
2. Select model units (millimeters, meters or inches).
3. The model visualization appears on the right. For your convenience, you can use your mouse
to move, rotate or zoom the model to inspect its parts more clearly. See ‘the 3D viewer
controls’ section for more details.
4. Click “Next” to move to the next step.
Supported formats of 3D models:
● PLY, STL, IGS, IGES, STP, STEP
● PLCF - file generated by Localization Configurator
○ Loading of PLCF files also loads all the localization parameters
Localization SDK 1.3 - Instruction Manual - 05/2020
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○

A PLCF file needs to have a version compatible with the Localization Configurator from
version 1.3

The uploaded model should not contain faces which cannot be observed in the scan (for example,
inward-facing sides). Models of high complexity may also negatively affect the performance of the
scan.

Step 2: Setting the model origin
When 3D localization reports the orientation of the object, it actually reports the orientation of the
coordinate system of the provided 3D model. This step allows users to change the model coordinates
system to the desired position and orientation. When the object is symmetrical, the results of the
localization will be randomized by these symmetries. For example, if a cylinder is to be localized, then
the said cylinder will be randomly rotated around its principal axis.

1.

Buttons for resetting the position and orientation of the model. The model position is given by
the position of its point of interest (POI) which can be, for example, a robot gripping point. The
model rotation is given by the rotation of the model coordinate system with respect to the
standard Cartesian coordinate system.
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2. If this checkbox is checked, it will display the original position and orientation of the model as
it was stored in the model file loaded in the previous step (see the rectangle marked with
number 2 in the visualization, right of the picture above)
3. Fields for manual entry of model position and rotation. You can see the new position and
rotation of the model on the marker in the visualization (number 3 in the visualization on the
right of the picture above). You can also drag and rotate the origin visually with the mouse by
interacting with the marker.
Button functions
Reset Position

Reverts the position of the origin to default setting (the origin will be in
the same position as is the origin of the CAD model).

Reset Orientation

Reverts the orientation of the coordinate system to the default setting
(the coordinate system will have the same orientation as the
coordinate system of the CAD model).

Centroid

Places the origin in the model’s barycenter. The existing orientation is
not changed by this action.

Interaction with the marker
● Drag the arrow to shift the position in a specific direction.
● Drag the circle to rotate the coordinate system around a specific axis.
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Step 3: Testing and adjusting performance

Basic setup
The end result of the final step is to test and adjust the performance of the localization.
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1. Scene source

The scene is the point cloud in which the object is being localized. The resulting position of the
localized object is reported in the point cloud coordinate space.
Possible scene sources include all devices that are visible in PhoXi Control in the Network Discovery
window. Additionally, it is also possible to use previously stored scans in PRAW format or point clouds
in PLY format saved in PhoXi Control versions 1.2 and above.
If the list of scene sources displays “PhoXiControl problem...”, click on it and the message box will
show you what the problem is.
TIP: Always store all of your scans in PRAW format (you can use a compression option to reduce the
file size, see PhoXi Control manual). You can drag & drop these files into PhoXi Control and create a
“virtual 3D scanner” called a “File Camera”. This File Camera will then appear as another option in the
scene source list and can be used the same way as a physical device. For more information on file
cameras, visit http://wiki.photoneo.com/index.php/File_Camera.
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2. Overlap with model

Overlap with the model expresses how much the visible surface of the object is matched to the
model. For example, an overlap value of 40% means that at least 40% of the visible surface needs to
be scanned and matched with the model. Higher values of overlap result in a reduced number of
wrongly localized parts but may decrease the number correctly localized parts as well as increase the
computation time.
How to find the best overlap value
1. Start with a relatively low level of overlap, for example 20%.
2. Test the setting on the first scene. Examine the acquired results and check their overlap
values. If the acquired localization results are incorrect, increase the overlap value.
3. Repeat step 2 on multiple scenes to find the value that best fits your application.
If you are unable to achieve the desired performance by adjusting the overlap value, consult the
advanced parameters section.
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Detailed explanation of the overlap value
The overlap value is calculated as

N
N max

, where:

●

N is the number of 3D points of the scene that correspond with the 3D object.

●

N max is the maximal theoretical number of 3D points of the object that can be visible given its
specific position and rotation.

Overlap value is thus perspective dependent. N max depends on the object's position and rotation. For
an illustration, consider a box with the dimensions A = 50, B = 100, C = 200 mm. Consider two
positions of the boxes:
1) only the side AB is visible in the scan,
2) only the side AC is visible in the scan.
If the boxes are localized correctly, we can expect values of the resulting overlap in both cases to be
just slightly (i.e., a few percentage points) below 100%, even though the sizes of these two sides differ.
The overlap value of 100% can be intuitively understood as follows: “I see everything that is possible
to see from this perspective, considering the box is at this specific position and rotation”.

Figure 3 below depicts a situation in which you will obtain only a 50 % overlap. Let the yellow
semi-transparent box represent the possible result of localization and the blue box a scene. In this
orientation of the yellow box, the N max value corresponds with the number of points on its large top
side. On the other hand, the number of the scene points that match the orientation of the localized
yellow box is only half. Thus, the result will only be a 50% overlap. Note that in the reverse scenario,
where the yellow box is a scene and the blue box is the localized object, the overlap will be 100% (see
Global Maximal Feature Fit Overflow setting in the Advanced settings section to learn how to deal
with this situation).
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3. Stop criteria
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A multiple stop criteria can be set simultaneously. The localization will stop once any of the criteria is
met.
Note: The speed of the localization depends on the computing power (CPU) of your computer.
Total time
Total time limits the maximum amount of time for the scan and localization. The time counter begins
once the request has been made, therefore it is necessary to account for the scanning duration and
the transfer of data, not only for the time of localization itself.
When testing the localization performance for the first time, it is recommended to set this value
reasonably high (10000 - 20000 ms).
In the first run or after the advanced parameters have been changed, the localization will take longer
than in subsequent runs with the same parameters. The minimum recommended value for the first run
(or after changing the advanced parameters) is therefore at least 5000 ms.
This parameter should also be increased when using Localization in your C++ code program.
Especially in the development phase of your project, localization might be slowed down by the
configuration of your IDE (e.g., debug mode).
If part is not found
This parameter is similar to Total time, but the counter is reset with each new found object. If no
object is found within a specified amount of time, the localization will stop. The counter starts
immediately once the request is made, so if this time is shorter than the time for scene acquisition and
transfer, the localization will stop with zero results.
This setting is especially useful for dynamic scenes with varying numbers of objects.
Number of instances
Localization stops after a specified number of instances are found. It is recommended to combine this
setting with a time limit to prevent infinite search times.

4. Clipping box
From version 1.3, the user can specify the volume in which the localization process will look for
objects. This is particularly useful in scenes where there is a significant amount of background points
which do not contain the sought objects (e.g., box walls, conveyor belt). Using the clipping box, the
user can reduce the number of false detections as well as speed up the whole localization process
itself.
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The clipping box functionality (“Cube” and “Cross” button) will be accessible to the user only after the
scene source was selected and successfully loaded.
There are several ways how to set up and work with a clipping box.
No initial clipping box
If the model file loaded on the first pages of the wizard did not contain the clipping box information
(i.e., any file other than PLCF or a PLCF file without a clipping box information), then no clipping box
will be visible in the wizard visualizer upon loading a scene, and no clipping box will be used in the
localization (i.e., all points of the scene are used in the localization process).
The user can turn on the setting of the clipping box by clicking on the “Cube” button, whereupon a
default clipping box will appear in the visualization window. The default clipping box is set to contain
all points of the scene and its main axes correspond to the standard Cartesian coordinate system.
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Once the clipping box has been activated, the user can interact with it via a mouse. By clicking and
holding the mouse button on any of the six red interaction points each belonging to one side of the
clipping box, the user can move the corresponding side. In this way, the user can stretch or shrink any
side of the clipping box. By clicking and holding the mouse button on the red interaction point in the
middle of the clipping box, the user can move the whole clipping box in any direction. Finally, by
clicking and holding the mouse button on any of the three rings, the user can rotate the clipping box
as if they were turning the ring as a wheel. For example, the green ring will turn the bounding box
around its green axis which can be seen emanating from the red center point of the bounding box.
Once the user is satisfied with the clipping box, it can be fixed and its state (position, orientation and
size) saved by clicking the “Cube” button again. This will remove the interactive parts of the clipping
box (i. e., red points and rings) from the visualizer, and the user will no longer be able to change it. The
same will happen, if the user will click the “Start” or “Generate” button (which are described below).
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To change the clipping box again, the user must click the “Cube” button once again.
If the user is not satisfied with the changes to the clipping box since the last saved state, and it is still
in the interactive state (i.e., it can be modified), the user can reset all changes to this last saved state
by clicking the “Cross” button. If no previous saved state of the clipping box exists, it will be reset to
the default state.
Once the user has set the clipping box and exited the interactive state, the red edges of the clipping
box are visible only in the wizard visualization window, and localization will consider only those scene
points that are within these bounds. The clipping box is active only if it is visible in the wizard
visualization window.

Note: Older versions of the Localization Configurator than 1.3 will only show the clipping box, if it was
set and stored in the PLCF file. Thus, if the user had created a PLCF file with a clipping box in
Localization 1.3 and opened it in an older version, it would be displayed and used in the localization,
but it would not be modifiable/adjustable. On the other hand, if the user had a PLCF file created by
our support team that had the clipping box which was only visible in version 1.2.x but not modifiable, in
version 1.3 the user would also be able to adjust it.
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To temporarily disable the clipping box that is visible and not in the interactive state (if the user is in
the interactive state, first exit this state by clicking the “Cube” button), the user can click once on the
“Cross” button. The clipping box will disappear from the visualization. It can be reactivated by clicking
twice on the “Cube” button (first click will activate the interactive state, the second click will fix the
clipping box).
To reset the clipping box to the default values position, orientation and size, the user must follow
these steps based on the current state of the clipping box:
●

If the clipping box is not visible, then it will be reset by clicking the “Cross” button.

●

If the clipping box is visible but not in the interactive state, then it will be reset by clicking the
“Cross” button twice.

●

If the clipping box is in the interactive state, then it will be reset by clicking the “Cube” button
(thus exiting the interactive state) followed by two clicks on the “Cross” button
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With initial clipping box
When loading a PLCF file with the clipping box information, it will be automatically loaded and, if set to
be used in the localization, it will be visible in the third page of the wizard visualization once the scene
is selected and successfully loaded. The user can interact with the clipping box as described in the
previous section.
If the clipping box position, rotation and size is set but disabled for the localization in the loaded PLCF
file, the clipping box will not be shown in the wizard visualization nor used in the localization.
However, the clipping box is present and can be turned on by clicking on the “Cube” button. Then,
the user can interact with the clipping box as described in the previous section.
Saving the clipping box in PLCF
The clipping box position, orientation and size as well as whether it is used or not in the localization is
automatically stored in the generated PLCF file from version 1.3 of the Localization Configurator. It will
be saved even if it is not visible in the wizard visualization.
The PLCF files generated with an older version of the software may not have this information because
only our support team have access to this feature. However, when loading such a file without this
information in the Localization Configurator version 1.3, it will be automatically assigned a default
clipping box encompassing all scene points.

5. Test Localization
Once the scene, overlap and stop criteria has been set, use the “Start” button to trigger getting the
scene and starting the localization process.Final results are rendered into the scene. Use the 3D
viewer to inspect the accuracy of the localization.
Objects rendered with the blue color are occluded. Occlusions are calculated from the camera point
of view with respect to the whole object. Occlusion means that some obstacle is between the object
and the scanner. Objects which are not occluded are rendered with a golden color.
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1. Table of results.
2. Select a particular result with a mouse click to highlight the pose with a red color in the scene.
This is especially useful for finding the best overlap value. Overlap values are also rendered
directly in the scene above the objects.
3. Pose position and rotation can be seen in the text below the visualization window. The rotation
is displayed in quaternion formalism WXYZ.

6. Generate a PLCF file
Once you are satisfied with the localization performance, click the “Generate” button to save all of the
current localization settings into a PLCF file. This operation might take up to 2 minutes, depending on
the search parameters and the speed of your hard drive.
The PLCF file can then be loaded into the Localization Configurator (refer to Step 1 section of this
chapter) for further adjustments.
The PLCF file serves as the input of the Localization C++ SDK. See the ‘Using the API’ chapter for
more details.
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Advanced settings
Localization is a general algorithm that can be used for a wide variety of 3D objects. The internal
parameters of the algorithm are designed to work on the majority of objects, but for specific objects it
might be necessary to adjust some of these parameters to improve the overall performance.
Use the “Settings” button to access advanced parameters.
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Segmentation
The algorithm starts by splitting the scene into segments. Each segment represents a continuous area
in the scan in which the object is searched for. In the visualizer, each segment is colored by a different
shade of green. It does not matter whether the object is split into several segments. However, if
multiple objects are joined into one segment, the segmentation settings may need to be adjusted.
Segments which are too small or too large are filtered out and not used for matching with the model.
Segmentation is a powerful tool for filtering out noise and reflection artifacts within the scan.
Tip: If you wish to check only the segmentation of the scene, set the stop criterion “Number of
instances” to 0. Using this setting, no results will be found, so you can investigate the segmentation of
the point cloud.
Parameters
Scene Noise Reduction

It is recommended to keep this option selected at all times. This option
makes segments more continuous. Turn off only when the Scene
Clustering Level is set to “Very High” and sufficient results are not
obtained.

Scene Clustering Level

“Higher” values mean that more segments will be created. It is
recommended to use a value that causes two different parts to fall into
two different segments, but if possible prevent the creation of too many
small segments on flat areas.

Scene Minimal Cluster
Size

Nominal number of points in a segment. Smaller segments are filtered
out (highlighted in gray color) and not used for matching with the model.
Ideally, the noise should be filtered out, but all relevant parts of the
scene should be kept.

Scene Maximal Cluster
Size

Nominal number of points in a segment. Larger segments are filtered
out (highlighted in gray color) and are not used for matching with the
model. Ideally, segments which are too large (usually in the background
of the scan) and which do not correspond to the localized parts should
be filtered out.
Segments which are significantly larger than the model will be
automatically omitted - this cannot be adjusted by any parameter
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Matching algorithm
The Localization can work in different modes for suitably shaped objects and for many generally
planar objects. For objects with a lot of 3D features, the application primarily considers the shape of
the object. For planar objects, it is more useful to focus on the edges of the planes. Localization
accuracy is further improved by adjusting the fine alignment.
Searching parameters
Smart Memory

Smart Memory uses localization results from a previous run. This is
especially useful for situations where the differences between
consequent scenes only occur in a small portion of the scan. This
setting can speed up the consequent localization.

Matching algorithm

Matching algorithm is looking for corresponding points between the
model of the object and the scene. The segmentation classifies all
model and scene points into surface (if inside segment) and edge
points, and this setting defines from where the points are taken.
Surfaces (default) - ideal for well shaped objects with smoothly curved
surfaces (e. g., ball, ovaloid).
Edges - suitable for models mostly defined by edges (e.g., boxes).
Combined - use this for planar objects with clear edges (not rounded).

Model Key Points
Sampling

Photoneo PhoXi 3D Scanners provide a high density point clouds which
need to be subsampled to speed up the localization. This setting
adjusts the density of model subsampling which is then used to
adequately subsample the scene. Higher densities mean more points
and more extensive computations. For the Edges and Combined
matching algorithm, the Dense option does not require such high levels
of computation power and might provide better results.
This setting also sets the threshold for the permitted distance of the
scene point from the model when calculating the Global Maximal
Feature Fit Overflow. Dense sampling lowers the threshold, while
Sparse sampling loosens the threshold.

Local Search Radius

The matching algorithm works on searching around numerous key
points in the scene. This parameter sets the radius for searching. For
specific situations, it might speed up or slow down the localization, but
should not have a significant effect on the success rate (whether the
part is found or not). Smaller radius can be especially helpful when the
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object is large in relation to the scan (when the object covers almost the
entire scene).
Fine alignment parameters
The fine alignment algorithm is based on the Iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (wiki). In the ICP, a
scene point cloud is kept fixed, while the model point cloud is transformed to best match the scene.
The algorithm iteratively revises the transformation (combination of translation and rotation) needed to
minimize an error metric based on the squared differences between the coordinates of the matched
pairs. Thus, the alignment from the matching algorithm is refined.

Fine Alignment
Iterations

The number of iterations of fine alignment algorithm. Recommended
range is 6 - 30.
Higher numbers might slow down the performance, but smaller
numbers may not be sufficient for convergence.

Fine Alignment Point
Set

This defines which points from object model and scene will be used in
the algorithm. This parameter is analogous to the Matching algorithm
parameter.
Surface points - default
Edge points - more useful for planar and rectangular objects.

Fine Alignment Point
Set Sampling

Sampled - default
Complete - this setting will slow down the performance significantly, but
in some cases it can lead to a more precise alignment.

Tolerance and robustness
Depending on the manufacturing process, the physical sample usually differs slightly from its 3D
model. It is also normal that the object will not be scanned completely, because it casts shadows on
itself either from the point of the projected pattern or from the camera, or it is occluded by some other
object. Due to environmental conditions, 3D scans always include some level of noise. The following
parameters influence the way in which these imperfections are handled.
Parameters connected to the segmentation
Feature Fit
Consideration Level

Defines the percentage of the segment size which needs to be aligned
with the model for this segment to be considered as a part of the object.
The remaining part of the segment is considered to overflow the object.
The size of the overflow can be limited with the Global Maximal Feature
Fit Overflow setting.
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Global Maximal
Feature Fit Overflow

The percentage of all segments which are allowed to overflow the fitted
object (the percentage is calculated from the sum of the segment sizes).

Parameters connected to occlusion handling
When the object is found at a specific position, it is possible to calculate what its point cloud should
look like. Comparing this expected point cloud with the actual captured point cloud can filter out
unwanted matches. The default value for both parameters is 100 %, meaning that this function is
turned off. Users should lower these parameters, if they are experiencing false positive matches.
Projection Tolerance

The maximum permitted percentage of points in the expected point
cloud which are closer to the camera than the actual scanned points.
This is not expected to occur, if the correct position of the object has
been detected. We should see the object, but we actually see the
points behind it.
To illustrate, consider a simple box object with a small dent in one of its
corners. If the localized pose of the model was rotated 90° with respect
to the true orientation, then there would be scanned points from the
dent inside the fitted model where a flat surface should have been. That
is, we expected to see the unbroken surface of the box in that corner
but in reality (i.e., the scene), there was a dent, and we saw the points
below the box model surface. This happened because we had a wrong
pose rotation. Setting the proper value to the Projection Tolerance, the
user can reduce the number of these kind of false results.

Projection Hidden Part
Tolerance

The maximum permitted percentage of points in the expected point
cloud which are further from the camera than the actual scanned points.
This could occur, but it would mean that the real object is occluded by
something else.
To illustrate, consider a similar example to that from the Projection
Tolerance a
 bove, but now let there be bulge in one of the box corners.
Again, if the localized pose had a wrong rotation, then the bulge in the
scene point cloud would be in the box corner where we would expect,
according to the found pose, a flat unbroken surface. That is, there
would be scene points from the bulge above the fitted model object
which would appear to occlude it.
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3D Viewer Controls
Left mouse button drag

Rotate the scene

Mouse wheel or vertical right
mouse button drag

Zoom in/out

Mouse wheel drag or SHIFT +
left mouse button drag

Move the scene

CTRL + left mouse drag

Rotate scene around the view direction axis

Move mouse over a point and
press F

Set the focus on this point (for point cloud)

Key +

Increase the size of points (for point cloud)

Key -

Decrease the size of points (for point cloud)

Key O

Switch between perspective and orthographic projection

Key P

Render the 3D model’s points

Key R

Reset the camera position

Key W

Render 3D model as a wireframe

Key S

Render 3D model as a solid object

Key X

Lock / unlock current perspective

Using the C++ API
The 3D Localization C++ API is very straightforward and user-friendly. Examples of the source codes
can be found in the installation folder. These examples include the example run on the bundled 3D
scene and the model of T-shaped pipes which you’ve seen in the screenshots in this document.
The most basic example is called SimpleLocateExample. Follow the instructions for the operating
system which you are using.
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Windows
1.

Download and install Microsoft Visual Studio 2013:
visualstudio.microsoft.com/vs/older-downloads/
2. Download and install CMake version 3.15.5 from https://cmake.org
This version is recommended as a tested, working version. Newer versions might work too.
There were some issues with the older versions, so we do not recommend those.
3. Copy the example directory (usually installed in C:\Program
Files\PhotoneoSDK\Localization\Examples\) to your Documents or projects directory outside
the Program Files directory.
4. Launch CMake
a. Specify the source code directory (from step 3) and build the directory.
b. Click Configure and specify Visual Studio 12 2013 Win 64 as the generator.
c. Click Finish and wait until the generation is completed.
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5. Browse into the build directory and open the file named SimpleLocateExample.sln. This will
open your Visual Studio (if your Visual Studio does not open automatically this file type, open
the Visual Studio first and then load this file):
a. Set the project SimpleLocateExample a
 s a StartUp Project in the right context menu

b. Rebuild the solution in Menu > Build > Rebuild Solution.
c. Run the solution with CTRL+F5 or in Menu > Debug > Start Without Debugging
6. The example program will open a terminal window and show the output poses of found
objects in the form of homogeneous transformation matrices. Each matrix contains the
translation and rotation of each of the found objects (i. e., the origin and orientation of the CAD
model in the coordinate system of the 3D scan):
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To test the example on your data, consult the comments in the source code and modify them
accordingly:
● Set your PhoXi 3D Scanner ID as the scene source
● Change the path to your PLCF file

Ubuntu
1.

Check the version of your compiler:
g++ --version
Version 5.3.0 or newer is required.
2. Instal CMake:
sudo apt-get install cmake cmake-curses-gui cmake-qt-gui
3. Copy the example source code from the installation directory to your home folder:
cp -R /opt/PhotoneoSDK/Localization/Examples/SimpleLocateExample ~/
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4. In ~/SimpleLocateExample, create a dev subdirectory and go there:
cd ~/SimpleLocateExample/ && mkdir dev && cd dev
5. Run CMake Gui:
cmake-gui .
a. Specify the source directory and check whether the build directory is set to dev.
b. Click Configure and select Unix Makefiles as a compiler. Confirm by clicking the Finish
button.
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c. Set the CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE to “Release”.

d. Click Configure and Generate.
6. Go to the build directory and built the project:
cd ~/SimpleLocateExample/dev/
make
7. Run the example:
bin/SimpleLocateExample_Release
The example program will output the position and orientation of the found objects in the form
of homogeneous transformation matrices. Each matrix contains the translation and rotation of
each of the found objects (i.e. the origin and orientation of the CAD model in the coordinate
system of the 3D scan):
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To test the example on your data, consult the comments in the source code and modify them
accordingly:
● Set your PhoXi 3D Scanner ID as the scene source
● Change the path to your PLCF file
After the changes, you will need to rebuild the project (Step 5).

Photoneo MotionCam-3D
Localization API supports also the engineering samples of MotionCam-3D used in the single shot
mode (not-continuous scanning) and with the PhoXi Control version 1.3.+
SceneSource handles possible differences between the MotionCam-3D and PhoXi 3D Scanner and
provides a single user interface.
The Localization requires normals in the scene point cloud. To enable normals in your engineering
sample of MotionCam-3D, please see the Quick Start Guide that you’ve received with your device).

Advanced topics
Updating and Upgrading Localization SDK
Windows
Users are requested to uninstall any previous versions of the Localization SDK installation.
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Linux
Currently only one installation of the application is permitted on Linux systems.
If you want to upgrade the Localization SDK, simply download a new tar file and install it according to
the instructions described in the Installing Localization SDK chapter. A new installation process will
reinstall the Localization automatically.

Robot-Camera Calibration
For more information on how to calibrate your PhoXi 3D Scanner with the robot, please contact us at:
support@photoneo.com.

Compatibility with other Photoneo software
PhoXi Control
The minimal required version of PhoXi Control is 1.2.14.

Robot-Camera Calibration Tool
The minimal required version of Robot-Camera Calibration Tool is 1.3.0.

Support and Feedback
Should you encounter any issue using the Localization SDK or have any feedback for us, please
contact us at: support@photoneo.com.
To shorten our response time and provide you with the best possible assistance, please provide us
with the following details:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Description of reproducible steps that led to your problem
3D scans in PRAW format
CAD model and/or PLCF file
Screenshots
The version of PhoXi Control and Localization SDK
Your operating system and computer performance

Thank you for using our Localization SDK!
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A. Technical specifications - PhoXi® 3D Scanner
Standards compliance
The PhoXi® 3D Scanner conforms fully with the selected standards and test
specifications. Detailed information about the testing criteria and results are
available in the documentation attached to the PhoXi Scanner device. For
future reference, please visit
photoneo.com/product-showcase/phoxi_3d_scanners/ or contact us at:
support@photoneo.com.

B. Technical specifications - Vision Controller
Standards compliance
The product described in this manual complies with all applicable European
Union (CE) directives if it has a CE marking. In order for computer systems to
remain CE compliant, only CE-compliant parts may be used. Maintaining CE
compliance also requires the use of proper cable and cabling techniques.
Please note that the certification status may change without notification. It is the
user's responsibility to determine the applicable certifications by referring to the
ratings marked on the product. Consult your manufacturer representative if you
need additional information related to the latest listing of specific approvals.
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